TEAM Earth Call May 8th

Support the Earth's Transition
Through the fiber-of-being we are connected with all life. This fiber is inherent in
the creation of peace, well-being and cooperation, which are necessary
ingredients in any integral living system.
To support the earth and the process of peace, and to more fully activate our
purpose and the intentions that we have for bringing light to the planet, we
connect with the fiber-of-being each month.
In a message from The Ones with No Names, we learned about a deep process
of integration that is happening in the fiber-of-being in the core of the earth. We
connected to a grid that holds the planet and the universe in symmetry. This grid
is gradually unifying ALL outer aspects of the dimensions that surround
earth. We are helping to integrate these dimensions and the inhabitants of those
dimensions in a way that reflects the original design of creation. Click HERE to
listen to this Message:
Join our Zoom call and share the heart of this intention to assist the earth in
her/our transition. If you feel action is necessary for the resolution of the
issues that now face humanity, join us to add your energy, your heart, and
your intentions.
Each month will be recorded and you can purchase the recording on our
website. Here is the information for our May call. Hope to see you there!
Call details:

Take Time for You~ Spring Renewal Soul Retreat
Soul Recognition
in Warm Water
Spring is a time of the deep
unearthing of what has come
before and the blooming of
what is yet to come! If you
are ready for a more
embodied soul connection to
fully explore and understand
what is growing within you,
this weekend is for you!
Don't miss this opportunity to
join us at Angel's Rest
Retreat Center in Leyden,
MA on Mother's Day!
Arrival: Thursday May 10th at
5:00 PM EST to Sunday May
13th at 2:00 PM.
Click HERE for details and registration!

Moonlight Experiences

Journeying on the Wave: Your Unique Soul Dance!
Add Your Voice!
When you journey on the wave of Soul
Recognition, you become part of a lineage
of ancient masters who have uncovered the
secret of dancing from the soul.
There are many voices of this dance and yours is
Sacred Soul Recognition
unique and special! Add your voice for inclusion in
our forthcoming book, "The Journey of Remembrance: Recognizing Our Soul's
Presence."
As we broaden the scope and impact of Soul Recognition in the world, we'd like
you to be a part of it. If you've had an SR experience we need your first-hand
experience to make this clear, authentic and trans-formative!
Please submit to Flo Aeveia by May 15th.

New Audio Book is Here!
I Remember Union Audio Book
"I Remember Union: The Story of Mary Magdalena",
created and recorded by Flo Aeveia Magdalena; is now
available at Audible, and it will be available on iTunes
and Amazon within the next few days! Click HERE to
buy it now!
You can listen to the Foreward; excerpt; interview with
Aeveia about writing the book; and a chapter entitled
"And They Came to Me the People". Click HERE.
I Remember Union
Audio Book
Soul Support Systems
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STAY CONNECTED:

